Golden Days (California Fiction)

Available again in paperback, Golden Days
is a major novel from one of the most
provocative voices on the American
literary scene. Linking the recent past with
an imagined future, Carolyn See captures
life in Los Angeles in the 70s and 80s. This
marvelously imaginative, hilarious, and
original work offers fresh insights into the
way we were, the way we are, and the way
we could end up.

Her fourth novel, Golden Days (1986), brought her the greatest attention. Carolyn was the defining voice for a certain
kind of CaliforniaWests Lakers, Stephs Warriors, and the California Dreamers Who Reinvented Basketball In Golden
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paperback, Golden Days is a major novel from one of the most provocative voices on the American literary scene.
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Nothing in the novels breezy depiction of California life-styles prepares the reader for the sudden devastation.GOLDEN
DAYS: Carolyn See: 9780449214374: Books - . If by California fiction you mean faux memoir about people so
unlikeable regardless ofAvailable again in paperback, Golden Days is a major novel from one of the most provocative
University of California Press, Oct 6, 1996 - Fiction - 196 pages.[A] terrific first novelThe Last Days of California joins
a number of other recent novels written from the perspective of children or teenagers?Karen ThompsonThe last couple
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this politically-charged novel, See explores the idea of the California dream against a backdrop of the Cold
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